SAFETY AND SIGNAGE WORK TEAM MEETING NOTES
June 4, 2019

Participants included Agnes Fleming, Nicole Flamang, Todd Mulvey, Sandy Stankevich and Kim Swisher.

The teleconference began at 1:32 pm. The group reviewed the May meeting notes and action items.

Agnes updated the group on the Partnership Agreement signing ceremony, noting that it has been postponed with no future date set as of yet. Agnes did email the dates of upcoming GLIFWC meetings, as most Tribal Leaders attend the meetings.

The group discussed the 2019 Safety Summit. Agnes shared feedback she received that included the time of year is not good because it’s still construction season, and that Red Cliff is too far for most to travel. Todd suggested adding a day to the WTTC, but Agnes didn’t think people would stay. Discussion was held on adding the Safety Summit to the day before or after the January 9th or March 12, 2020, ITTF meeting.

Agnes suggested holding the Safety Summit on Wednesday, March 11th. Todd suggested possibly holding the meeting at the Ho-Chunk Wittenberg hotel. Agnes will call to see if they have a meeting room.

Agnes asked Todd to look at TTAP offerings that could be brought together for the Safety Summit. Todd asked Agnes if ITTF could sponsor people to attend TTAP trainings, rather than holding a Safety Summit. Agnes noted that ITTF will reimburse for trainings. Todd noted the sessions for WTTC are almost like a Safety Summit, and that there are TTAP safety classes in Wausau the week of July 15th. Agnes noted Kelly had been considering if there was a need for the Safety Summit. Sandy said she will discuss this Brent next week.

The group discussed the WTTC. Agnes will be adding an Emergency Management session on Wednesday at 9:15 am, and is removing the Behavior Modification session. Agnes will send an updated Sessions list prior to the June 13th meeting.

Sandy asked about the Partnership Agreement signing ceremony being held at Madeline Island, and asked what the GLIFWC meeting dates were. Sandy thought it was the end of September or in October. Sandy and Brent have this as a top priority. Agnes will forward Sandy the dates.

The meeting ended at 2:02 pm.

**ACTION ITEMS:**

- Agnes will contact the Ho-Chunk Wittenberg facility to see if they have a meeting room and could host the March 11th Safety Summit and March 12th ITTF meeting.
- Agnes will send an updated Sessions list prior to the next WTTC meeting, which is on June 13th.
NEXT MEETING:

July 2, 2019 at 1:30 pm.

Please join the meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/772353661

Please dial in using your phone (web phone doesn't work well)
(872) 240-3212
Access Code: 772-353-661

Meeting recordings may be found at https://goo.gl/6VJsG1

Work Team meeting notes may be viewed at https://wisdottribaltaskforce.org/safetysignage/about-safetysignage/